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Acknowledgement sample for industrial visit report

Students, especially those who study engineering, computer science and similar disciplines, often have to take part in so-called industrial visits – they are expected to visit an industrial plant, see it in action and prepare a report on the event. Unfortunately, you rarely receive consistent instructions on how this is to be done. Here we will clarify this issue a little. First of all, you should understand that as a rule, you are not expected to
provide a fantastic insight into the inner workings of the plant you visited. You should just tell how it all went. In most cases, you'll get instructions on how to organize your report - which means that if you have any formatting questions, you should contact your university. However, most reports are organized as follows: cover page name, name and status, name, and status of the person you're submitting the report to, university name,
bet name, date and place of visit. Introduction Here you write preliminary information about the event - who proposed and organized it, the full designation of the object you visited and the name of the university and faculty. Do not forget to mention the names and positions of people who played an important role in the organization and implementation of the event, faculty members who accompanied the students and the total number of
people who participated in it, both students and lecturers. Travel details / work plan Here provide a schedule of visits, enumerating, point by point, each part of the trip. Where and when you started, where and when you participated in seminars and other events accompanying the visit, what industries and facilities you visited, when the event ended and when you returned. Details are not necessary; just give a brief report of your actions
and movements. Detailed descriptions This section describes in detail the more significant stages of the visit. When it comes to seminars, you remember when and where they took place, how long they lasted, who conducted them, what was going on, what you learned and what general impressions. If you have visited specific objects, enumerated them and their locations, you remember the staff accompanying you during the visit,
what new information you received during the process and your impressions of the visit. Travel details This section mainly contains technical and statistical information: the names of the faculty members accompanying you and other students taking part in the visit, where you were staying and with whose help the whole thing was organized. Students' opinions Finally, students are to give their generalized opinion about the whole event:
whether it was useful or not, whether the staff of the facility was helpful and supportive, whether you have any specific new knowledge and experiences from it, etc. Complete it by mentioning who was involved in the preparation of this report. Generally there is nothing particularly difficult in preparing a report on a visit to industry. You don't have to invent anything - just make sure you follow your university's guidelines and mention
everything. INDUSTRIAL VISIT REPORTONPARLE, BRITANNIA, APC ANDPERFETTI INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENTSCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF LUCKNOW Submitted by ABHISHEK MAURYAROLL NO. 10001116001MBA(HR&amp;IR) 3rd Sem ACKNOWLEDGEMENT Writing this report on an industrial visit is one of the greatest notions in this phase of my life. Express my warmest thanks to those who have provided me with
tremendous support and made it useful firsthand. I am indebted to those who have helped me in one way or another, indeed. I will take this opportunity to thank them all. I am very grateful to our director Dr Raj Kumar Singh and your coordinator. Archana Raj ma'am, who gave us an excellent platform for doing something in the field of industrial visit.I am grateful parle biscuits pvt ltd., pantnagar where Iable prepare this project report. I
express a great sense of gratitude to the ExecutivePersonnel, at BRITANNIA Mr. Shekhar Sinha, who gave me the opportunity to learn from his prestigious valuable guidance, integrated support and perceptive criticism helped me conceptualize this study as his guidance is a valuable and unforgettable experience that will help me in my future. And especially thanks to Mr. Shishir Agarwal Director (Plant Manager) iMr Anil Singh for
paying their kind of support, guidance and cooperation for the successful completion of this study in APC by Schneider Electric atUdham Singh Nagar.I also thank Mr. Dinesh Dhir Controller - HR at Perfetti VanMelle, SIDCUL, Rudrapur for paying their kind of support, advice and cooperation for the successful completion of this study in Perfetti. There academic excellence, huge interest, scientific suggestions andaffable temperament
were the source of inspiration and motivation that helped me complete this report. I would like to sincerely thank all the employees of PARLE, BRITANNIA, APC &amp; PERFETTI VAN MELLE. I also indebted myself to these people for their valuable support and friendly cooperation for their studies. ABHISHEK MAURYAMBA (HR &amp; IR) 3rd SEMRoll No. 10001116001IMS, UNIVERSITY OF LUCKNOW I'm sure you've already
experienced getting help or help from someone; either for a mathematical task, for helping to improve the game on an instrument, or for inspiring you to success, or even for helping you complete your research work. Have you appreciated their efforts and remembered saying, Thank you? 17+ Sample training reports 14+ Sample project reports Help or provide any form of assistance is a very natural but powerful act, everyone has
experienced doing and receiving. But acknowledging the effort is a completely different matter. Although there are those who just help without expecting something in return, recognizing the right deed and saying thank you, you can definitely make someone happy. are located in the Thank you reports can be downloaded for free. Confirmation Report Sample Template Details File Format Google Docs MS Word ApplePages Size: A4,
US Download Job Confirmation Report Sample Report File Format Size: 2 MB Get confirmation sample for project report details File format size: 12 MB Download confirmation for seniority details File format size: 2 MB Download confirmation report is a statement that formally conveys recognition of the effort or service received. It also expresses its appreciation and gratitude for its efforts. This is commonly found in books such as
works of fiction, or academic writings and research. Here are some tips on how you can write a good confirmation report: 1. The first thing you need to do is determine all the people you are grateful for and the reasons. If you write an academic document, you can thank your teachers and colleagues. You must also thank your parents, family, and friends—all those who are indebted to you for the success of your endeavor. Technical
reports may also be displayed. 2. You must also consider your tone, whether you want to sound professional, formal, business, casual or in person. 3. You must account for your privacy. Make sure you have permission from the people you want to thank and roll up their efforts you want to mention. You may also see action reports. 4. You need to think about the length of your confirmation. Make sure you don't get lost with all your
people and feelings. 5. Be honest. Express how grateful you are to them. Project report formats may also be visible. Confirmation can be expressed in many ways, they depend on you and how you want to express your feelings. They can also be used in many situations, not just in writing. But since we are talking about reports in this article, in case there are other types of reports than concern you, we have free samples. Among them
are book reports and board reports. Confirmation for webinding Report Format Format Details Format Size: 537 KB Download confirmation for industrial report details file format Size: 1 MB Download confirmation example for book report details File format size: 583 KB Download confirmation report in doc file format details Size: 8 KB Download confirmation report in PDF format Details File size: 509 KB Download Download We know
and feel that the world is a really good place when someone is very eager to extend their hand and do what we do a little lighter and easy to manage. Our parents, for example, sacrifice a lot to give us a roof over our heads, make sure we eat well and send us to school. Our teachers also make many sacrifices. They devote their time by teaching us to know things. Even friends do. Therefore, it is important to acknowledge their efforts
to know that You may also see conference reports. A thank you letter is not so difficult to do, especially if you are sincerely, sincerely grateful. So if you haven't thanked that counselor for thesis of you yet, I think it's time that you did, because you finally have an idea of how to do it. Speaking thanks goes a long way. But if you're reviewing other report forms, you can do it; we have examples of training reports if you are interested. You
may also see audit reports. Reports.
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